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Scilly Isles; Palmouth to Padstow

The objectives for this years' cruise were very simple, I wanted to take up

from where I left off last year, this time reaching Scilly before returning,

probably by the north coast of the Cornish peninsula. I did toy with the idea of

going from Scilly to Pembroke,- with the right weather this would be a tremendous

passage. In zhe event I found that it was quite enough just getting the boat back

to the mainland.

Sue, my wife, was frustrated last year by being pregnant during the first half

of the season wvhich curtailed her sailing somewhat, and I then broke the boat on

the Lizard which interupted the second half. Consequently she was determined to

have a part in this years cruise, which of course would involve accomodating Tia,

our baby daughter. We decided early on that whilst we were prepared to live on

board with a baby and sail smAll distances, it would be asking for trouble and

quite unfair to attempt the passages with her. So Sue and Tia were booked on the

ferry for the 1st of August, I would leave from Falmouth a week before hand and

sail the boat over on my own. Putting aside a whole week for a passage that could

take only 18 hours might sound pessimistic but this all had to be thought out

several months ahead. The ferry was booked in advance, and in order to be sure of

some suitable weather to facilitate the crossing so I could be there for when

they arrived, a week seemed to be about the minimum we should put aside for this.

Our other two children, Gemma and James, were keen not to get dragged along on

another of 'Doms daft holidays' and quickly made alternative arrangements.

For myself, I was keen to be setting off in the boat again, I felt I'd let her

down last year, it had all been quite avoidable and so I was going to have another

shot at the Lizard to make up. I was also quite excited by the thought of going

single handed, it made sense somehow.

Pisces was in a better condition than ever before, having had new wood put into

her hull and all her ribs glassed back into place. I'd put a new deck on the rear

bouyancy tank and renovated an old wooden mast and boom that I felt would be ---

stronger and more ameanable to cruising than the aluminium racing spars that she

had previously, and I had put in four storage lockers under the side decks, aft

of the thwart. These are tailor made out of heavy duty plastic with a zip fastener

across the front. She had a new compass, gimballed on the aft bulkhead, and I now

had three large fenders that would do very well as rollers.



July 26th

I trailed the boat to St Mawes on the Pal estuary, a three hour journey from

Exeter even though it is only seventy miles away but we only have a small car tha

is often reduced to first and second gears when pulling the boat, especially

towards the coast where the road becomes very up and down. We arrived at 11 o'clo

in the morning, just after low water, and having paid the harbour master his dues

drove down onto the beach being careful to keep the car high up on the dry sand

and away from the soft stuff towards the water's edge. It took about an hour to

rig and launch the boat and after saying cheerio to Sue and the kids I pushed off

A heady moment and one I always relish, just the boat and myself together at

the focal point of a lot of work and planning. The point where at last I'm free

of debate and schedules and what I have now is all that there is. Such a relief!

My plans for the rest of the day were quite simple; go for a sail, making sure

that every thing was in order before pulling in somewhere ready for an attempt

on the Lizard the next day.

It took a couple of tacks to get out of St Mawes harbour before I made right

across the estuary to Pendennis. The next tack took me out to sea, passing close

to St Anthony head where I tacked again and made towards the Helford. The wind

now increased up to a force 4 and veered to the west, putting me onto a course

into Falmouth bay and I found it necessary to put in the second reef. A bank of

rain approached from the direction of the Helford and with it came some gusting

winds. During one of the stronger gusts the mainsail sprang out of the mast groov

just for six inches above the gooseneck. I could see that one of the hardwood

cheeks that provide the entry to the groove had loosened, and indeed as I looked

it came away altogether and disappeared over the side. I can only think that it

was damaged either whilst de-rigging at Exmouth, or on the beach at St Mawes

though I have no recollection. Either way, it had gone.

There was no danger to the mast, but the sail was now pulling from a point six

inches above the reefing cringle and would likely pull the bolt rope away. I was

fairly close to the shore, near Swan Pool in fact, which is a bay at the apex of

Falmouth bay, just a mile from Pendennis. I had visited Swan Pool earlier in the

year with the Falmouth Rally, and so knowing it would provide an anchorage, I

headed in, dropping anchor at 14.30.

The repair was straight forward. I had some i' ply with me and I cut a piece 5"

by 1", rounding off one edge with a hand file and this I glued and screwed in

place of the missing cheek, with the rounded side protruding sufficiently to

recreate the groove entry.

The rest of the day was spent in a relaxed and contented fashion pottering

about, I was happy to be there. This was the real start to the trip, I felt 'unde

way' as it were.
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Forecast, issued at 17.00, Sunday 26th July.

No gale warnings

Synopsis; Low, SE Iceland 991, moving slowly NE, 996 by this time tomorrow.

Atlantic high moving steadily east, expected 700 miles west of Sole

by same time

Area Forecasts; Portland
Plymouth SW veering NW 3/4 0cc rain Mod/ Good

The synopsis looked promising for a day or so hence, some good weather on the

way. A south westerly tomorrow would mean a bit of a slog, just hope that the wind

stays reasonably light. I slept soundly that night.

Forecast, issued at 05.05, Monday 27th July.

No gale warnings

Synopsis; High, 100 miles north of Azores moving to Fastnet

Low, 100 miles east of Iceland 994, expected 300 miles east of

Iceland by this time tomorrow.

Area forecasts; Plymouth NW veering NE 3(4) Mod/ Good

Sole N veering E 3(4) Fog Patches Mod/ Good

Lundy NW going variable 3(4)

Fastnet W 3-4 increasing 5 Occ Rain Good

The high pressure was moving quickly and set to go north east. Hopefully it

would get above my position and give me a beam wind for the passage to Scilly. For

the present though, I had a westerly force 3 and a bright sunny day in prospect

as I hurried about preparing myself and the boat for a trip around the Lizard.

My intention was to utilize the tide to get down to the Lizard and round to the

other side, standing offshore to avoid offshore to avoid the tide race that

extends several miles south of Lizard Point. I would then close the coast and make

my way up the east side of Mounts Bay towards Portleven. This would give me the

option of a safe haven if I needed it. If I made good time then I would cross

Mounts Bay to Mousehole and stay there, or carry on across Penzance Bay and shelter

behind St Michaels Mount for the night. Keeping inside Mounts Bay would avoid

the main stream of negative, east going tide due to set in at 13.00.

My main point of decision would be as I approached the Lizard. Had I arrived in

time to round on the tide, or could I round against the tide? If not then return

to an anchorage on the south side of the Helford estuary. The other point that I

had in mind was that the coast between Lizard Point and Portleven would be a dead

lee shore offering no shelter.

I left Swan Fool at 06.30, slack water before the ebb which gave me six hours

of positive tide.I reached out to the Manacles cardinal and then took a course

that would take me two miles south of the Lizard. This course was fairly close
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hauled and as I continued I found the wind to be backing, no doubt as it bent

around the headland, and I was held off the coast about three miles. Though only

a force three it was still enough to persuade me to put a reef in the main, and

as I made further south and closer to the race where the sea became quite steep

and short, I found myself putting in the second reef in a bid to ease the motion

of the boat. I was suprised that the race should extend this far out, I was neari,

in the shipping lanes and still pitching all over the place!

I tacked 3 miles south of the Lizard onto a course a bit west of north. It was

an hour before the tide turned at 12.00, and so it was important now to get insho

and out of the main stream. I was still amongst the race, but the swell was now

from abaft the port beam which made things a.lot easier and I shook out the secon

reef.

I closed the coast at Asparagus Island, just around the corner from Lizard Poin

and tacked out towards the Boa shoal, a mile or so offshore. The sea was slightly

more confused here, though hardly noticeable, and it was only the presence of a

fishing boat half a mile to the west that confirmed that I was entering shoal

water. A few more tacks of a mile each put me onto a good long tack towards

Portleven. One good aid at this point was the clear sight of the dish aerials on

Goonhilly Downs. Having failed with more scientific methods, 1 now gauge my speed

by a visual estimate and so any running fix tends to be doubtful, but never the

less, the aerials were good for a position line.

The tide pushed me slightly east of Portleven, and I hove-to a mile off Loe Bar

in time for the two o'clock forecast and a bite to eat.

Forecast, issued at 13.05, Monday 27th July.

No gale warnings

Synopsis; High 300 miles west of Sole expected Lundy 07.00 tomorrow.

Low north Viking 1007 moving east

Low Paeroes moving north

Low developing over Spain

Area Forecasts; Portland NW 4 veering E 3
Plymouth N ern 

Biscay N 3-4 veering east 5/6

Auspices were good, and I sailed cheerily across Mounts Bay, close hauled,

reaching the other side at 17.00, half way between Lamorna Cove and Penzer Point,

south of Mousehole.

I now had time in hand so I reached across Penzance bay to have a look at St

Michaels Mount, where I nipped ashore to 'phone home. I then sailed back across

the bay and just made Lamorna Cove before the wind died completely at about 20.OC

I'd sailed 50 miles that day.

Lamorna Cove proved to be a deep anchorage sheltered from NW to NE, and very
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exposed to all else. There was a sandy beach with a small breakwater on the south

side. Significantly no moorings,:and the few fishing boats that operate from there

were all pulled right up the slipway.

Forecast, issued at 05.05, Tuesday 28th July.

No gale warnings

Synopsis; Low 300 miles south west of Iceland moving to Iceland.

High Shannon moving to Netherlands.

Area Forecasts; Portland Variable going E 3
Plymouth Vral on 

Pastnet N veering E 3

This forecast filled me with optimism, the high pressure system was going to

cross the country to the north of me, which would give an easterly wind,- right

up the chuff for the passage to Scilly!

I intended to make the passage at night, using the lights to obtain positive

fixes. Assuming a three knot boat speed the passage should take ten hours, and so

a departure at dusk should find me off the Scillies by dawn. The tidal stream

between Lands End and Scilly changes direction constantly, moving round clockwise

jnd so selecting a course to steer can be quite complicated. At 8 o'clock that

night the tide would be going south moving round to the west by 10 o'clock, and

then going north west, then north by midnight. It would be north east by 3 o'clock

the following morning, stay there for a while before going east by 5 o'clock and

then round to the south again. To simplify things a bit I planned to steer south

west for two hours, going with the tide which should see me south.of Lands End

towards the Wolf rock. I would then steer south of west across the shipping lanes

as the tide moved round to the north: and then steer south west again, this time

directly into the north east tide as I made my approach to Scilly.

Forecast, issued at 13.05, Tuesday 28th July.

No gale warnings

Synopsis; High Lundy moving to Denmark

Atlantic Low moving steadily north east towards Iceland

Low north Finistere

Area Forecasts; Plymouth E 3 occ 4

Sole E 3/4

Lundy E 2/3

Fastnet

I weighed anchor at 20.00 and headed south west from Lamorna Cove, sailing

into a lovely evening, very clear with a calm sea. The main point of concern at

this time was the Runnel Stone 3/4 mile south of Gwennap Head and my course was

set to clear it by 1/2 mile. I ran a back bearing on the Tater-du Light house,
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and after half an hour picked up the Wolf Rock which gave me two points of

reference, one astern and one ahead. I used the Longships light clearing Gwennap

Head as a cross bearing to provide my first fix,- the Runnel Stone cardinal was

very hard to make out against the dark background of the headland, and 1 was neve

very sure that I'd seen it. The lights became distinct as dusk fell and by 22.15,

when I altered course to head west, I could see the Longships, Tater-du and the

Wolf and also the loom of lights ahead.

I was now running before an easterly, force 4. The sea had changed character,

the swell still from the south west but the wind had set up a sharp wave pattern

from astern partially breaking, and this combination produced an unpleasant pitch

and roll. This made it very difficult to hold the course. I found that, after a

dint of concentration balancing the sails, referring to the compass until I felt

sure about the course, I'd have just settled down to steer to the sails when a

viscious roll would gybe the boom and the boat would swoop off on a reach until

I regained control and go through the whole agonising process again. I had re-sit

the compass during the winter, it now being gimballed on the rear bulkhead, benes

the tiller. It is not lit in itself and I found it very trying to be constantly

looking down and behind at it, having to flick the torch on to see the card which

fairly destroyed my night vision. This, along with being rapped on the head a fey

times by the wayward boom,- sufficiently hard to draw blood,- succeded in making

me very angry. I hurled a mouthful of abuse into the night, threw the jib aback

and pulled the main down and stowed it away. This made me feel a lot better, I sa

quietly for a moment with a cup of coffee and a cigarette before putting the main

back up, this time with both reefs in.

During all this palaver I'd had my head lamp switched on. This is one of those

lights that strap to the head on a piece of elastic, used a lot by potholers and

as I moved about the boat it must have appeared from a distance as a flashing

light. Now, as I settled down and regained my night vision, I noticed that a

fishing boat that had been crossing well ahead had altered course towards me. I

altered my course to head north and was alarmed to find him following my round. I

continued to steer away from him and shone a torch on the sails and he did

eventually bear away south, much to my relief. I suppose this was one time when

a two way radio would have proved useful, I could have called him up and explaine

things.

I was making good progress now as I entered the shipping lanes, the double

reefed main was a lot more manageable and I could relax enough to do some

navigation. I had a choice of six lights now, the Longships, Tater-du and the Wol

behind me, and ahead, the Seven Stones, Round Island and St Marys. I could also

see the loom of the Bishop Rock light. The tide was pushing me north now and I

was aiming to keep Round Island due west.

(I wonder if there is any mileage in developing a simple hydraulic log that I
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utilized at this point. I'ts easy to use, I just put my arm over the side with my

hand under water and gauge my forward speed by how far the water pushes up the

inside of my sleeve. Half way between the wrist and elbow was a good four knots!)

I continued for two hours on this course, checking my progress with the Seven

Stones light which was gradually coming abeam, and would indicate that I'd come

out of the lanes. Apart from the odd fishing boat I saw no sign of shipping the

whole passage, but it was still a relief to be out of the lanes.

By 02.30 I was 2 miles south of the Seven Stones reef, a bit to the north of my

intended position, I'd evidently under-estimated the strength of the tidal stream.

The tide was now moving north easterly and so I made a positive course alteration

to head south west. I was now only six miles from Scilly and didn't want to get

too close before daylight and so I stowed the main. With just the small jib up I

was still making nearly three knots, which was just half a knot over the ground

and I was happy with that.

On this approach I had a distinct line of lghts to use, Round island (Fl 10s)

then, moving south, two vertical red lghts on the radio mast on St Marys, then a

single red light on the wind motor at Gap Point also on Marys and, nearly ahead,

Penninis light (Fl 20s). I also had a back bearing on the Seven Stones.

The wind eased and by dawn I had all the sail back up to herald a most welcome

sight indeed. Relief and exhilaration mixed up to leave a huge grin on my face as

I looked across at St Martins and White island a couple of miles to the west. What

a sight for sore eyes as I laughed at the dawn of what promised to be a beautiful

day. The sun coming up behind into a clear sky and shining ahead onto a vista of

islands set in a timeless sea, I could be anywhere and this could be any age.

Theitwas only a gentle puff by the time I entered Crow Sound south of the Eastern

Isles. I gazed around wide eyed as I scrabbled with the chart,trying to identify

the islands I passed with their lovely names,- Menawethan, Innisvouls, Grannilly

and the rest. It was a suprisingly difficult task for the aspect was changing

all the time as I made my way in. One island would turn out to be two, and two

islands, from another view point, would be joined together as one. This was part

of the absolute magic of the moment. I had islands all around with coastlines

moving past on either side, approaching from ahead, and moving into silhouette

against the aunrise behind.

I made my way around St Marys to a bay between Taylors island and Newford island

north of Hugh Town. It was 08.30 when, with some relief, I let go the anchor.



That first day on Scilly was very strange, I was feeling highly elated and very

tired at the same time which meant that I couldn't sleep and yet couldn't get

myself-together to do much else,- the result of which was a sunburnt zombie

wandering around Hugh Town grining inanely at passers by. When I 'phoned home it

was very odd because I suddenly found I was jabbering like a lunatic, trying to

put the whole trip across, all the events and emotions, into a 50p calll

For the rest of the week up to Saturday, when Sue and Tia arrived, I had perfec

weather, hot and sunny with bits of wind now and then to got me around. I'd store

up for a week before leaving home and I kept to these rations, (consisting mainly

of porridge and peanut butter!), as I ambled amongst the Eastern Isles and up and

down between St Martins and Tresco. I had one or two dodgy moments, like when I

was trying to make to windward up the narrow passage between Ragged Island and

Great Arthur, and finding that sitting the boat out whilst close tacking didn't

give me any time to check the chart. I knew that there were several rocks at the

north of the channel that I wanted to avoid, and it was horrible having to rely o

my memory to pick up the safe transits.

And when I got too close to Guthers Island and found myself amongst some dense

weed which kicked up the centre board and became caught around the rudder blade.

I had to lean over the back to free myself and got the shock of my life as I pull

the weed aside to see rocks just below the surfacel

Other moments were sublime, Friday morning I particularly remember. I'd spent

the night anchored in the pool between the north of Samson and Puffin Island. I

pulled the anchor up let myself drift over the ledges at the north east of Samson

over water of extraordinary clarity through which I could see crabs crawling and

shrimps burrowing on the bottom five metres below. I saw a forest of tall tide-

blown seaweed, the plants evenly spaced like a plantation of conifers amongst

which there were thousands of Sand Eels, (a swarm encompassing the full depth of

water), of all sizes and some very large. They were stemming the tide, stationary

over the ground, and being preyed upon by a squalling, screaming colony of Terns

which splashed around in a continuous bombardment, lifting out on furious wings,

flicking the fish out straight with a convulsive shiver and swallowing it down

before crashing in for another or returning to sqwark amongst jabbering collegues

on Puffin Island. The noise was terrific.

I took to the oars then as there was not a breath of wind and the sea was glasE

smooth out in the sound. The tide on the ebb runs strongly south west between

Samson and Marys; the stream near Samson flowing out around the Bishop and Wester

rocks; the middle stream flows west of Agnes and out down Smith sound whilst the

stream closest to Marys goes out via St Marys sound which was where I wanted to

go. I was save, from what would have been an arduous crossing of the first two

streams by a fishing boat who came in astern of me around the north of Samson.

He hove to and threw me a line.
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A sail training ship was anchored in the roads, a big square rigger seeming ill

at ease, a bit ghostly in the bright sunlight. I cast off the tow and rowed past

her and into St Marys sound, reaching the woolpack cardinal before the meerest

whisper of wind from the north west let me rest from the grist of the oars. I

relaxed then, sitting back to hover around the coast, nosing into bays and beaches,

stemming the tide around headlands.

By the time Sue and Tia arrived on Saturday afternoon, in the rain, 1 had pulled

Pisces up the beach at Old Town. A fairly well sheltered bay just inside the

Gilstone on the south east corner of Marys, a narrow entrance behind Gull Rock

opens out to provide sheltered moorings for a gaggle of small fishing boats. The

floor is sandy just inside the entrance over which a few lobster boats were moored,

with a rocky band, quite wide, dominating the mid-tide area of the beach. Above

this band, at about a quarter to high tide, the beach became sandy again. A coarse

mobile sand, quite tiring to walk on, going steeply up to the high spring line

where it levelled out for a boats length to the foot of a boulder retaining wall,

with a road and track just the other side. Old Town , on the north side of the bay

is a small place with some contrasting styles of building. Stone cottages along

the road side and on the headland, and the spaces inbetween filled with bungalows

and holiday chalets. Close to the beach and slipway there is a typical seaside

cafe selling ice-cream and drink and an assortment of beach gear to the holiday

makers. The other cafe at Old lown is at the seaward end of a row of houses

extending part of the way along the north east side of the bay. It is on high

ground towards Tolman Point and the building, which appears purpose built, is

quite at odds with its surroundings, having a sort of 'Happy Eater' look about it.

Pulling the boat up the beach on my own proved to be a straight forward affair

especially after I spotted an old iron mooring ring cemented into a boulder at the

foot of the retaining wall. I fashioned a four part purchase using the mainsheet

blocks plus a fourth jamming block along with the longest anchor warp. I shackled

two blocks, one of which was the jammer, to the mooring ring and t:.e other two I

fixed to the boat. I had anticipated having to do this during the winter lay-up

and had fixed a strong point to the transom, namely a strop bolted through just

above the tiller. I had one block fixed to this and the other was attached to the

two rear handles by a rope. Having the jammer up the beach enabled me to use my

weight to haul, pulling down the slope from a point alongside the boat, so I

could keep a good eye on her at the same time. I used three inflateable plastic

fenders to roll under the keel and two lengths of plastic drainpipe under the bilge

keels that served to keep her more or less upright. I have to say that this was

my first attempt at such a manouvre and I moved the boat to my chosen spot unaided

and without any hic-ups or hitches whatsoever. So there!

Sue and Tia arrived at the start of a two week period of unsettled weather. We

enjoyed the sun when it shone, spreading ourselves about whatever beach we happened
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to be on, drying clothes and airing bedding was always a fine weather priority.

The rain brought a different story, all of us cooped up under the cover where it

was difficult keeping everyone amused and occupied, and where all the chores

became real trials of patience, not to say endurance! We were fortunate only to

have one continuously wet day and that was on Bryher. We stayed in the boat for

few hours until a grizzling baby brought the claustophobia to an unbearable pitc.

and being out in the rain became more appealing than staying under cover. We

donned waterproofs and went off on a walk around the island.

In any situation the presence of a baby will always provide the limiting facto

their needs being paramount, and we had this firmly in mind when planning this

trip but still managed to land ourselves in jeopardy through a lack of 1 -

consideration. Especially so on our first move, when I was impatient to get off

St M,arys the day after Sue and Tia arrived. The wind was fairly strong (4/5), bu

bad weather was forecast for the next twenty four hours and I felt that a move

straight away would avoid being stranded for a couple of days. It was late

afternoon and by the time Tia had had some tea and the boat packed up it was 7

o'clock in the evening. We pushed off and made towards the mouth of the bay but

very soon realised our mistake. The sea was quite rough and Tia became alarmed

and then sick. We made to anchor while we reviewed the situation when one of the

anchor lines became tangled. In my haste to get on the foredeck I forgot about

the baby and promptly trod right on her which upset her all the more.-She has a

good pair of lungs and I expect she could be heard all over Scilly! We returned

the beach throughly chastened and vowing not to put ourselves in that position

again. In future all our moves would be made in the morning, after Tia had had

breakfast, which would give us time to sail to the next island, find a suitable

spot and pitch camp. We would just have to accept the limitations this rule may

put on our ability to rove.

The problem of sleeping arrangements was one that we didn't solve until we wer

all together and were forced to come up with a solution. Sue and I would sleep o

the floor as usual, but what about the baby? The only space for her evidently

would be in front of the thwart with the side benches placed crosswise above the

centre board. This arrangement would provide a bunk, which gave rise to the

problem of how to stop her falling off. In the event I used an old blanket

stretched between the tiller tied to the mast and the spinnaker pole lashed back

to the jib fairleads. This formed a crude pipe cot and, with life jackets and

waterproofs laid out on the side benches as a mattress, proved quite successful.

This basic system was untried before Tia arrived onboard and it did evolve as

she found out the weaknesses. It became neccessary to zip the lifejackets

together and then pass the forward spar through the arm holes before fixing the

blanket. This stopped them shifting as she wriggled and clambered aboat. Also th

blanket had to be stretched as tight as possible with the lashings to help keep
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her in the middle, otherwise she would roll off the benches and become wedged in

a pocket of blanket on top of the centre board case, much to her displeasure!

Making the cot up having just arrived somewhere, or breaking it down prior to

leaving certainly added a good half hour to the time required for all the

convolutions involved in changing the mode of the boat, sailing to camping, marine

to terrestrial. Another time I would have sticks cut to the right length so I

wouldn't have to fiddle about freeing the tiller or lashing it up, and I'd have

sockets or clips on the side decks so the cot could be just unrolled and clipped

on, job done.

We sailed to Agnes and Gugh from Marys across a tremendous swell rolling in from

the west. Agnes and Gugh are joined by a sand bar which covers towards high

springs, and the only obvious anchorages are either in the bay formed to the north

of this bar, Porth Conger, or in that to the south, The Cove. We made for the Cove,

it evidently having sand above high water, which was our main concern. There is

the characteristic band of rock between high and low water and this was exposed

when we arrived sometime after midday, with the tide still ebbing. The next high

tide was midnight and so I guessed that we wouldn't clear the rocks until 22.30

or later, when the baby would be asleep, and it would be dark, and so I decided to

stay at anchor for the night.

The motion of the boat at anchor unsettled both Sue and Tia who both fell asleep

early in the evening without having any supper, while I set about pastuerising a

pint of raw milk that we'd bought from the farm on Agnes earlier on. The wind

picked up to a westerly gale during the evening which set up quite a swell,

making the anchorage rather uncomfortable. I sat up and watched the antics of half

a dozen large yachts that came into the Cove for shelter. They all gaggled together

on the western side of the bay and all night there were engines running, and anchor

chains rattling about as they tried to hold station or find a firm hold for the

anchor. I was relieved that Pisces held firm because there was very little room

between us and the rocA band of the beach behind. I had both anchors out, a 51b

Danforth and a 101b Fisherman, each with 30 metres of warp and 5 metres of chain.

I kept an eye out using the torch along the beach to check our position. We stayed

put despite the gale and despite being only 100 yards from the bar. For two hours

around high tide, when the bar was covered, seas were coming at us from both sides

which made for a viscious roll, particularly when they hit simultaneously. This

happened fairly frequently and the boat would roll violently from gunwale to

gunwale, slopping water on both side. Amazingly,throughout all this, Tia remained

sound asleep, one moment on her heels and the next on her head, even to one point

when she left the cot altogether and came down the opposite way round!

We were met the following morning by a lovely man who brought his tractor down

to pull us up the beach, he was relieved to see us well having stayed up the night

watching out for us. He took us up to his house, just behind the dunes on Gugh
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where, over a cup of coffee he recounted some hilarious tales of his antics as a

youngster with a Yorkshire Cobble sailing around the Baltic. He was very generous

inviting us to use his house whenever, and going out fishing for us in the

evening.

Agnes felt very hospitable and we stayed three days, enjoying the scenery and

ambience, and when it rained, which was quite often we took shelter in the Turks

Head,-best pub in Scilly.

We left Gugh one morning and, with an overcast sky and a force four blowing

from the north west, headed for Bryher. We sailed around the south of Agnes and

made our way close hauled up Smith Sound, between Agnes and Annet. We both sat

the boat out as we held this tack for the next hour heading up between Samson and

Mincarlo. Tia stayed asleep in her chair and with the cuddy zipped up stayed quit

dry despite water coming over the weather bow by the bucketful. We tacked close

to Illiswilgig and made our way against the tide up the channel between Samson

and Bryher, dropping anchor at the northern end of Green Bay on the east side of

Bryher just two hours after leaving Gugh. A lovely sail with just one moment of

alarm that highlighted the danger of complacency, and the need to keep a sharp

look out. The tack at Illiswilgig took us in towards Samson just to the north of

White Island. A snatched glance at the chart led me to believe that it was safe

to go in close, which was a mistake because as we rounded onto the next tack I

saw the hump of a rock about twenty yards ahead uncover briefly as a wave passed.

If I hadn't caught that glimpse when I did I think that in all likely hood we

would have been wrecked.

We stayed just two nights on Bryher,- where it rained nearly all the time, and

then moved on to St Martins. It was a clear,still morning when we made our way

around the south of Tresco and across to Higher Town bay on the south side of

Martins, passing,as we did so, close to the north of Guthers Island. The water we

so clear that it was possible to use the charted depth contours by simply lookinj

over the side of the boat to observe the bottom rise and fall!

The weather was good for the couple of days we were on Martins and we enjoyed

our stay very much. It has a lovely coastline for walking, being quite varied

with some interesting caves and kelp pits on the north side. There are sandy

beaches right around the island and with the Eastern Isles being so close one

could spend a very happy few weeks just cruising around this area.

The weather was starting to break when we left for Marys at midday, the day

before Sue and Tia were due to sail home on the Scillonian. Thelwas from the sou

west, force 5, which made Crow Sound quite choppy and we sailed under single ree

main with no jib. We made slow but adequate progress round to Porthloo, the beac

I had first landed on when I arrived in Scilly, my thoughts being that it was

handy for the ferry and we wouldn't have miles to treck all the gear that Sue wa

going to take home with her. The fact that these were my only thoughts meant tha
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I ignored the problem of getting off the beach again. The forecast was not good,

south westerly gales, which made Porthloo a lee shore with a long fetch to give

the surf time to build up. There was no room on the beach above high water when

the tides were towards springs, it was half springs and making when we landed.

It was blowing quite fresh when we landed and the boat was thrown about a bit

in the surf as we prepared to haul up. Again, as so often on the islands, we were

grateful for the help of local people. A lady artist threw down her brushes to

come to our aid, and the son from Porthloo farm, just behind the beach, appeared

in dramatic style, leaping down onto the beach just in time to haul on the tackle.

Their mouths fell open when they looked into the boat and caught sight of Tia

sitting in her chair, waterproofs and lifejacket on, angrily shaking her teddy at

them, like Bodicea in her chariot urging on the minions at the traces]

They left on the ferry the following afternoon after we'd had a meal in the

Atlantic Inn to celebrate Tias' first birthday, and I could now concentrate on

the passage home.

Forecast, issued at 13.05 Wednesday 12th August

Gales; Tyne, Dogger, German Bight, Dover, Portland, Plymouth and Sole

Synopsis; Low Scotland moving to Viking

Low Malin moving to north Forties

High Trafalger moving south west

Area Forecasts; Plymouth SW 6-8 veering W5

Sole SW 6-8 veering W5

Lundy W 6/7 decreasing 4/5

Fastnet W 6/7 decreasing 4/5

This was not the sort of forecast to fill me with optimism as I made my back to

the boat having seen Sue and Tia off. High water was at 17.30, and I watched it

come to within half a foot of the boat, a big noisey surf crashing in, heaping

weed up on the beach. The height of water was 5.lm that evening, the next tide

would be 5.0m, but the following evening was set to be 5.3m. The boat was hard up

against the rock wall at the top of the beach so there was nowhere else to go,

and having eaten supper I turned in thinking that tomorrow I would have to make

a decision.
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Forecast, issued at 13.05 Thursday, 13th August.

Gales; Dogger, German Bight, Humber, Thames, Dover, Wight, Portland, Plymouth.

Synopsis; Low Forties moving to Skaggerak

Low Shannon moving to NW Germany

Area Forecast; Plymouth SW 6/7 (C) veering N4

Sole W 5/6 (7) veering N4

Lundy
Fastnet SW 5/6 (7) veering N4

This forecast was quite good in a way, obviously a weather front was on its way

but behind it a ridge of high pressure was bringing light northerly winds which

would suit me fine for the reurn trip. I wanted to be ready for the good weather

as soon as it arrived, I also wanted to move the boat before the next high tide.

My initial reaction was to try to anchor off to sit the tide out, and to this enc

I rowed hard for half an hour making all of 200 yards offshore. The anchors

dragged and she surfed back up the beach stern first, filling with water in the

process. All of which left me feeling pretty silly as I walked her along the bea

and pulled her out to a spot that looked to be a bit higher than where I had bee

Having bailed the boat out I took what shelter I could crouched in the lee, th

wind was making a din and the rain rattled against my hood, finding- its way in

around my collar and down my back. I watched the tide rise as the waves pounded

their way up the beach thinking that once it reached the boat my only course

would be to stand out and hold her afloat whilst the tide turned. In the event I

needn't have worried, the water did reach right around the boat but was never

enough to float her off. I think a rise in pressure was holding the water down.

Just as the tide was turning I was suprised by th appearance of a man and his

wife on top of the sea wall behind the boat. They were very concerned about my

safety and wanted to organise a rescue party and a hoist to lift the boat off th

beach. I persuaded them not to worry, the weather was going to clear and I would

be off before the next high tide, and they invited me up to their house which wa

not far away where I had my clothes washed and dried and was treated to a hot

shower and a meal. This was typical of the response we met on all the islands,

people were always interested and helpful, and this was a lovely rounding off to

our stay in Scilly.
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With a passage of thirty odd miles and a boat speed of three knots it is ' 1 -

immposible on this crossing to avoid adverse tides, so I had to consider the

optimum time to have positive tide and work around that. My intention was to sail

up the north coast of Cornwall and so, with north easterly winds forecast, I

wanted the tide to be setting northerly as I approached the mainland to give me

a lift. The tides for the 14th Augusthad a northerly constituent by 1400, and by

1600 would be setting north east. If I could be towards Cape Cornwall by mid-

afternoon then I would be able to utilise a positive current along the north coast;

until 2100.

The adverse tide would be around mid morning, moving from SE at 0800 to S at

1000. The tide would then move south west, then west until by 1400 when it would

be setting north west. I wanted as much room between myself and Scilly before the

tide moved to the west, which would mean utilising the easterly tide coming in

at 0600. To be heading away from the islands by that time would mean departing

Porthloo at 0400.

I woke at 0200, having slept soundly for three hours. The sky was full of stars

and a light northerly was blowing. I set a big pan full of poridge on the stove

to cook whilst I stowed the gear away; tent, sleeping bag, clothes etc. I stowed

the heavy anchor and made the light one ready for use, made the oars ready and put

together some sandwhiches and a flask of hot water. I have several large ice cream

tubs that I use as dry lockers, two of which I keep available in the cockpit. One

has easy to eat food in, sandwhiches, cheese, chocolate and biscuits, and the

other contains pad and pencil, radio and ear phones, glasses, tobacco, matches and

a small almanack. The four lockers under the side decks are utilised; one contains

all the ropes apart from the anchor warps, the second has clothes, the third

camera, flask, navigation equipment and torches whilst the foUrth holds anything

else that requires stowing and will fit in!

Charts in use are in a clear plastic chart case that rolls up and goes anywhere

convenient.

In the front tank is a spare rudder and stock, spare sails, a bag of dry clothes

and a bouyancy bag inflated and held in place by the samson post. Under the

foredeck is the baby chair, sleeping bag, tool bag (sitting in a plastic bowl to

keep it dry), the RDF box and a bucket containing stoves, oil lamp and fuel. The

two water containers fit under the thwart either side of the centre board, and in

the rear tank go three more ice cream tubs containing spares of one sort or anothe.

the drogue, the tent and grounsheet.

I have two cheap plastic tool boxes that fit snugly under the side deck in front

of the thwart, one contains flares, and the other the cutlery and what not. One

anchor fits into a washing up bowl, warp, chain and all whilst the other wedges

in front of the centre board with it's warp and chain in a bucket.

I had sorted a lot of this out the day before but there always seems to be a

last minute fiasco, stowing things away and then un-stowing them to fit something
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else in!

I ate my porridge and some eggs and rolled the boat down to the sea,(a long way

it being only two hours after low water). I was sailing out of the bay by 0430.

The wind was in the north east force three as I came out of the shelter of Crow

Sound, I was spilling wind a lot so I hove-to and put a reef in. I held an easter

course for the next hour and then tacked and sailed north for an hour before

resuming an easterly heading, which I held for the next hour and a half- until

1000. The tide was now taking me south so I tacked again and held a northerly

course whilst the tide moved round to the west at midday. On this tack I sailed

north just west of the shipping lanes, I could see Cornwall and the Scillies and

after a while I could also see the Seven Stones light ship, all of which gave me

good pointers to my position. Perhaps the greatest aid to navigation at this tim

was the flight path of the Scilly airbus. They enter and leave Penzance from the

north which meant that during this passage a light aircraft flew along my rumb

line every twenty minutes or so, at about 500 feet giving me a clear indication

as to my relative positionl

The wind eased towards midday and having already put all the main up I now

changed to the genoa. I was on the easterly tack again making three knots throug}

the water, which the tide reduced to a one and a half knot ground speed. It was

a hot sunny day with a slight haze and the wind was light enough to allow me to

relax, though I could never quite leave the tiller. I did try to make the boat

self steer by tying the sheets to the tiller and dampening it with elastic, this

worked but only aslong as I stayed absolutely still which wasn't much fun.

Forecast; issued at 1305 Friday 14th August.

Synopsis; Low SE Iceland moving NE

High west Shannon moving to Germany

Area Forecasts; Plymouth N backing S 3/4

Sole Variable 3 becoming SW 4/5

Fanstdnt Variable becoming S 3 increasing 5/6

As well as the shipping forecast I was listening in to the fairly frequent

bulletins on Radio Cornwall and along with a current picture of the weather they

also include a description of the surf around the coast. This highlighted my mai

apprehension about the north coast, i.e. the lack of sheltered water. Prom the

chart one can identify several possible anchorages but all the harbours dry out

which means at some point or other one has to go through the surf, something I

wanted to avoid. The first real haven is Padstow and the Camel estuary.

By 1400 I was coming out of the shipping lanes with the Longships about three

miles due east. The wind was backing as I neared the land and I could now hold

a north easterly course as I made towards Cape Cornwall. I was entering a seven
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hour period of north to north easterly tide which was just as well because duinng

the next hour and a half the wind gradually dropped away to nothing, by which time

I was a mile north west of Cape Cornwall. I was in the grip of a two and a half

knot stream taking me around Pendeen, I could see Pendeen lighthouse quite clearly

and the large rock, the Three Stone Oar, 1/4 mile off the headland to the north

which I wanted to clear. Between Cape Cornwall and Pendeen there are overfalls

called the Averack and now I could see white water ahead and as I drifted nearer

I could hear it breaking. About this time 1 noticed a change in the sea. The swell

faded out and in its stead came waves that were very smooth, almost glassy, but

at the same time very rounded and humped. I had very little stearage way and

could do nothing but wait, watching and listening as the white water approacned.

The sea changed abruptly and all of a sudden I was being tossed and spun around,

sails flying about overhead as very steep, noisy waves came in from all sides,

breaking all around in great disorder, and I had a job rowing the boat out of

there.

I persevered with the sails for a while but by 1700 I was quite frustrated and

so took to the oars in ernest. The tide sweeps wide around the Cornish peninsula

and I was now being carried away from the shore. I couldn't afford to drift

around because when the tide turned at 20.00 I would be swept back to the Averack,

so I headed for the shore. I rowed hard for two hours until 1900, when I dropped

anchor in the deep water pool just inside Gurnards head, three miles east of

Pendeen.

I had listened to the six o'clock forecast as I rowed in and so knew to expect

a soth westarly by the early hours of the morning and this would gradually

increase as a front moved in and by midday could be up to a six or seven.

I slept for a few hours and at 0200 set of for Padstow, making the most of the

tide. The light offshore breeze that I had when I pulled up the sails, died out

after only a few miles and I think that it must have been some sort of katabatic

down draught off the high land behind Gurnards, I had mistaken this for the

forecast wind. Out came the oars and I rowed on, heading north for an hour and

then north east to avoid being taken into St Ives bay by the current. I used

Pendeen light as a back bearing and Godrevy light- which is sectored red over the

stones reef. I could also use St Ives head. It was clearly silouetted against the

street lights, and after a while I picked up the Stones cardinal two miles NNW

of Godrevy.

By 0430 I was 1/2 mile west of the cardinal, the dark was lifting as the dawn

came in, and as it did the forecast wind came whispering across the water. With

sigh of relief I hauled up the main and genoa and put the kettle on for a cup of

tea.

I was running goose winged which was very pleasant, I sat on the floor by the

tiller and stretched my legs out, easing my aching back against the bulkhead. I
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couldn't see ahead over the foredeck very well, and the tiller was awkward at

shoulder height, but it was so nice to have something to lean back on.

The coast line looked forbidding with high vertical cliffs plunging down into

a mass of rocks at sea level. The clouds were low over the land and behind me fo

was pouring over the cliff and oozing out to sea. Ahead the visibility was good

with the sun just risen burning away the haze, and with a boat speed of around

four knots I felt I would stay ahead of the fog bank. I was four miles offshore

and as a precaution I moved in and passed St Agnes point a mile and a half off.

I ran on across Perran Bay, and past the great hand of promontories that stich

out from the coast like so many fingers just west of Newquay. This was the one

place on the chart that I had identified as an alternative to Padstow, Crantock

Bay and Gannel Creek. It was now 0800 and I was making good progress as I set a

course for Trevose Head, which I could see in the distance looking like an isla

the joining isthmus being very low. The tide was about to turn against me so I

made my way inshore in the hope of cheating the tide.

(As I made towards Park Head on a fine reach doing five or six knots, I put t:

radio on with the ear phones plugged in and listened to 'Sport on Pour'. I need

to pee, and managed to do this without going off course or spilling anything

which struck me as some kind of achievement!)

I passed Park Head heading north with the wind right behind blowing a force 4

The sea here changed character, the general wave pattern was from astern, upon

which I was starting to surf, but there now came another pattern superimposed

from the west, which set the boat rolling. I was running goose winged and the r

upset the sails, the genoa was wanting to gybe, and when it backed the balance

on the tiller would be upset and the main would go all quivery, itching to cras

across. The boom was trying to lift and on one roll it tore free from the kicki

strap, snapping the line, and was then rising and falling the whole time, the s

pumping the air like the wing of an ungainly bird in take off.

Breaking waves coming up from astern were lifting the boat and she would surf

along, threatening to dig her bows into the back of the wave ahead, and then th

tiller would go sloppy allowing the main to take over which slewed the boat rou

The genoa would then back and wetd slow up, coming off the wave as response

returned to the tiller, allowing me to re-fill the genoa and re-gain the balanc

I was now making across Constantine Bay, near Treyarnon, just a mile south of

Trevose. The seas were breaking constantly from astern and the cross pattern wa

now very strong. I supposed there to be a tidal eddy curling in around the head

land. I was going at a terrific pace but making very little progress over the

ground. I could see the rocks lying off Trevose head, the Bull close inshore, a

the Quies further out, and I was making to pass between them. My forward progre

became slower and slower and at 1000 I was still off Constantine Bay, 1/4 mile

south of Trevose. I surfing under full sail and yet I didn't make the passage
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between the rocks until an hour later! The boat was on a knife edge the whole

time, she yawed and swung, the genoa would crack aback on the surf and then blow

out goose winged again, and I was constantly working the tiller to maintain a

course. -I resorted to taking bearings on the lighthouse to convince myself that

I was getting somewhere.

The most anxious time was as I was between the rocks, I was trapped here for

nearly twenty minutes with the boat sliding sideways when surfing as I became

increasingly aware of the Quies rock. I found that if I held the genoa backed as

much as possible then I could overide the turning effect of the main and only by

doing this did I keep her off the rock. It was a desperate balancing act whilst

hammering along under full power.

I was eventually disgorged, passing over a very definite demarcation between

breaking and non-breaking water. I gybed and made around Trevose Head, passing

very close- about ten yards! The wind followed me round and so I was still running

as I made across the bay towards Stepper Point, on the south side of the Camel

estuary. I rounded up as I drew abeam of the day mark on the headland and

thankfully took the genoa off before making my way gently into the estuary, under

main alone.

As I rounded the point and passed the anchorage just inside Stepper head, I was

quite nonplussed by the view which I found breathtaking and quite unexpected. A

wide expanse of water with steep sandy beaches on either side leading away between

the hills to a line in the distance, where a hill, chequered with coloured fields,

rose up out of the water. There was an extraordinary illusion of looking down a

slope.

The estuary was quite sheltered and the water calm, so I dismissed all sailing

directions and sauntered in straight down the middle. The board popped up as I

passed over the Doom Bar across the mouth of the estuary, but I soon pushed it

down again. I carried on up river feeling fairly dazed, I passed Padstow and

Porthilly and ran aground near Cant Hill, and fell asleep.
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The tide came in later on in the day and I drifted on up river, making

Wadebridge by late afternoon. There was only a light, flukey wind and the channe

was not always obvious as I slithered along under jib and paddle alone. Wadebrid

is a muddy, dreary sort of place but there are several slipways with public acce

and the following day Sue brought the trailer up and we towed the boat home.

We both felt a great deal of satisfaction with the trip, the passages had gone

largely according to plan and our time in Scilly had been a lot of fun, we learn

a great deal about cruising in general and about sailing with babies in particul

It was astonishing the way Tia adapted straight away to life on board, she very

soon identified the boat as home and she found the cot great fun as a climbing

frame. We took her out on the Exe the day after we got back and it was especial]

pleasing to see her recognising all the fittings and feeling at ease in the boat

We found Scilly to be an enchanting place to cruise and we left-wishing we had

more time and looking forward to our next visit. The people we met were all very

kind and interested, and we often had the feeling that folk were looking out for

us. Stores are quite dear on the islands for obvious reasons though not difficu

to come by except on St Martins where the shelves were pretty bare. Apparently

the rule here is to place an order the day before and this is then phoned throuE

to blarys and it is brought over on the ferry the next day. There is no bread or

milk kept in stock and very little else,-we had some fairly strange meals the fe

days we were there, and Tia had to make do with UHT milk which didn't seem to

bother her any. The best store was that on Bryher which is also a bakery with

fresh bread and cakes each day, they also stock a lot of baby gear which was a

timely discovery!

I spent three weeks living on board and sailed 200 miles, most of which was

done in the four days it took to get to and from Scilly, Sue and Tia were onboax

with me for twelve days.
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